SERIES Proposal Due Week 5
Choose a STYLE for your Series:
-Minimalism– think simple, think sophisticated, think amazing design
-Form - If you are intrigued by forms you could shoot anything from nature to a phone to
architecture focusing on the shapes of the pieces and the negative space they create
around them.
-Line - presents itself many ways in photography. Think about line as a designer, how
can you make compelling photographs that utilize it.
-Color– choose a limited color palette and work with it throughout your series.
Choose a SUBJECT for your Series: You must choose something you can shoot many
times and in many ways. Choose something very accessible.
Examples:
-Toys
-Outdoor Markets – Portraits, Color
-Architecture Details- Modern vs Old
Studies, Objects
Diptychs, Decaying, New, Shape
-Beach Textures, Objects, or Scenes
HOW Style and Subject combine:
Style: Color, Subject: interesting
colored doors in the city.
All subjects will be various types of
doors
All display strong use of color, texture,
etc.

Style: Form, Subject: Rural Details
Round hay bales (circle)
Silo (oval)
Barn (triangle)
Bucket with rain or drip making
concentric circles in (circle

You may choose a Historic/Film SPECIAL EFFECT for your photographs:
HDR
Grayscale
Grain
Retro Effects such as Instagram
***The style must enhance your photo and not take away from it. It also can not
transform it into an illustration.****

Series Proposal WEEK 5: PDF-Proposal and Inspiration in an organized document
INSPIRATION:
-5 covers
-5 table of contents with images
Some sources are Pique, Woof or other
design oriented photography or
illustration magazines.
PROPOSAL:
-List your Style and Subject
-List several subjects you can shoot
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-5 two page spreads
- Choose 5 photographs from 5
photographers series, be sure to cite
their names and link to series online

-List at least 10 photo shoots you can do
for this subject

SERIES Photographs (20 photos due weekly. Wks 6-10)
-Using your Style and Subject Develop a series over 4 weeks
-20 Photos for your series due weekly
-Edit down to a minimum of the 10 BEST photographs to include in the magazine
-Lay out in mag as either a single image on one page, a grid of no more than 2 images
per page, or as one image that spans 2 pages. Think about the order, what images look
best next to each other.
-Photographic series can be photo illustrations but the photos used have to be strong
images by themselves.
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